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Abstract. With the internet, exchanges, transactions and collaborative
work have multiplied, because the internet makes them relatively easy,
but at the same time more anonymous. For this reason, new trust
environments need to be created. The purpose of a reputation mechanism
is to maintain trust among participants in order to produce more social
welfare. We analyse why current reputation mechanisms are and are not
successful, and then produce one of our own, to deal with the extremely
anonymous environments in peer-to-peer networks.

1 Introduction

This project studies how reputation mechanisms build trust in online
communities. Reputation mechanisms are essential for the well-functioning of
online marketing as well as of peer-to-peer exchanges. Empirical studies, of the
most current online marketing reputation mechanism, are described and used to
design a new reputation model for peer-to-peer systems.

This project first presents the arguments for the importance of reputation
in the emergence of online transactions, which continue to compete with and
supplant face-to-face transactions.

Then, it discusses empirical studies of the “Extended Trust Game” and
of the eBay reputation mechanism. Experimental economists have extensively
studied the “Extended Trust Game” to understand how reputation mechanisms
help transactions between strangers. They build experiments where a reputation
mechanism similar to those in online systems is added to controlled transactions
between strangers. Compared to these laboratory studies is a observational study
of the eBay feedback mechanism, which played a significant role in making the
eBay market so popular. It describes and analyzes the eBay feedback system: its
strengths and its limitations. These two studies are necessary to understand the
obstacles to trust in online environments and how reputation mechanisms can
help. These lessons and their generalizations are a crucial basis for the overall
design requirements of reputation systems.

Finally, a novel reputation mechanism is proposed for peer-to-peer networks.
The aim of this reputation mechanism is to solve existing problems: in particular
the intrusion of malicious peers, who introduce bad content to contaminate the
network, with the goal of harming its integrity or efficiency.
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2 Motivation

First, this section introduces the reasons why developing trust in internet
transactions is so important. Then, it discusses why reputation system can help
to resolve trust related problems.

2.1 Online: A novel transaction place

The emergence of the internet enables online transactions between
participants anywhere in the world. We can shop on a world-wide scale, not
just at the corner store, and we can exchange digital objects with strangers, not
just with people we know. But there is a problem: the outcome of an online
transaction is inherently less predictable than the outcome of a face-to-face one.

The internet provides a wider-scale of opportunities, but more opportunities
involve more risks. Because the exchange is non-local, the mechanisms, rules and
customs are different, and often mysterious, compared to the ones we encounter
in every day life. In effect, many details of online transactions are unknown or
not well-defined, e.g., the identity of the two parties, their locations, their good
or bad intentions. When we deal locally, we rely on social customs that have
developed over time and that we trust. An example is the reliable use of “word-
of-mouth advertising” that asserts the good behaviour of a seller to a potential
customer who is initially unsure.

We have learned when to trust or distrust in our local dealings; on
the internet, we need a mechanism to help us develop trust within a new
environment.

2.2 Online trust problem: Nash equilibrium versus social optimum

On the internet, a participant’s main concern is the trustworthiness of
other participants, i.e. buyers and sellers in online marketing or uploaders and
downloaders in digital good exchanges. Reciprocal doubts about the behaviour
of the counterpart makes participants take actions that do not always generate
an improvement of the social welfare. Assuming that participants are selfish
and short-sighted, there is a considerable risk that a not carefully designed
transaction system falls into a bad Nash equilibrium. A Nash equilibrium is
bad when social welfare exists but is not obtained. A remedy needs to be found.

Neither inspections, nor strict commitments, nor policing exist to guarantee
the quality of a good, its delivery or prompt payment. In online marketing,
both parties need to be confident that the transaction process will run smoothly
so that they will produce the cooperative behaviour needed for a transaction
to occur. In a peer-to-peer exchange, both parties need to trust each other’s
commitment to the well-being of the system. A bad peer that only consumes
content or that produces harmful content, should be distrusted by good peers so
that parasitic behaviour and bad content are eliminated. Participants’ memories
of each other accomplish this in face-to-face exchange.
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Because the incentives for behaving according to laws and/or moral codes do
not exist in the anonymous world of the internet, weeding out bad participants
is hard. There is no authoritative institution to define and enforce transaction
rules. Since location and proximity are undefined and identity is slippery, direct
reprisal is impossible and legal pursuit is too complex and too expensive. In
online marketing, few participants will engage legal procedures when defrauded
in a small transaction, because the cost of legal pursuit is high, especially if
the real locality and identity of the bad participant are hard to discover. In the
exchange of digital goods, no recourse exists against a malicious peer, who for
example, propagates a virus instead of the requested good. The malicious peer
must be initially identified as such and therefore avoided. Without a system
of sanctions in online transactions, cooperation is not sufficiently enforced, so
that malicious participants and abusers can destroy the potential of internet
exchanges.

For these reasons, the internet can be a dangerous place, where freely
applying trust is inappropriate. One must use more caution when navigating
in this unknown unlimited world, where rules and customs are neither defined
nor respected. However, if bad behaviour dominates, cautiousness ensures that
no one is trusted. The transaction system slips into the Nash equilibrium where
no transactions occur. For example, if the buyer doubts that the seller will send
the item, he will pay only after the item arrives. But, similarly, if the seller
doubts that the buyer will pay, he will not send the item before the payment
arrives. These doubts freeze the potential of the market to allocate an item to the
person that values it most. In this Nash equilibrium, no social welfare is provided:
the system has no reason to exist. Therefore, online transaction systems must
establish their own special mechanisms that elicit trusting behaviour, defined
by community norms. Mechanisms that play this role must give participants
immediate incentives to be involved because without their input appropriate
trust evaluation is impossible.

Online transactions have to be made easy and pleasant, and then the
system will be more efficient. Internet transaction system needs to create strong
incentives for good behaviour in its community, by rewarding those who are
trustworthy. Trust is more possible in a place where trustworthiness is rewarded.

2.3 Online trust solution: Reputation

Just as a community works together to set rules that define appropriate
behaviour in order to preserve harmony and peace, so too it is essential that
online places institute a system that provides remedies to the potential bad
behaviour. For example, a system that publicly allocates marks, representing
perceptions of past behaviour could encourage improved behaviour.

In every day life, people and institutions have reputations, that are based
on collective experience. Reputation encodes what is heard and observed in
conversation, in reading, in watching advertisements, in dealing with the same
vendor or with the same brand. All these clues develop trust over time and
they help decision-making. But, in an environment where the selection of a
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partner is quasi-random, the problem is to build a store of public information
that permits to recreate the common history that is missing. Reputation is a
notion that measures behaviour against a norm, based on what is known from
the past assessments. Reputation systems should help to increase online trust
and encourage collaboration, so that online interactions work better and create
more social welfare for the community as a whole. The revenues and the overall
economy of the system will be improved by proper behaviour of the participants
engaged and committed to social gain.

Online systems need to simulate an environment that provides the benefits
available in the physical world, where proximity permits social perceptions and
legal mechanisms permit respect of established expectations. Reputation plays
the role of a legal system, sanctioning bad behaviour and rewarding the good
behaviour. Online, a reputation system encourages participants to behave well
in order to increase their individual welfare and the social welfare at the same
time.

3 Empirical studies

In this section, two empirical studies are described. An experimental study,
on human trust and how it can be improved, is first reviewed. In a controlled
environment where participants transact with the assistance of a reputation
system the evolution of trust is carefully analyzed. Second, to complement
this experiment, the analysis of a real-world reputation system is reviewed. A
summary of observational studies of the eBay feedback mechanism is presented,
emphasizing its capabilities and weaknesses. Dellarocas’s management-oriented
overview of reputation systems [8] covers some issues addressed in this section,
among many others. This section, with a narrower focus, concentrates on a small
number of results in order to analyse them more fully.

3.1 Experimental Study: Trust and reputation system

In order to know how to design reputation mechanisms to improve trust in
online transactions, it is essential to understand how human trust functions and
how reputation assessments affect human trust. Psychologists and economists
have intensively studied human trust [17][1]. In particular, economists have
used “Trust Game” experiments to observe how human trust functions.
The experimental economist, Claudia Keser, extended these investigations by
creating the “Extended Trust Game”, which includes reputation reports to
increase trust and trustworthiness between participants of a transaction. The
following two sections summarize the findings of Berg et al. [3] and also of Keser
[11][12].

The Trust Game
The economists Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe introduced the “Trust Game”,

originally called the “Investment Game” [3]. The game consists of two players.
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The investing player and the trusted player which are both given a fixed amount
of starting money as their initial endowment. The investing player chooses to
invest an arbitrary fraction of his money by giving it to the trusted player. The
trusted player receives the amount given by the investing player times three.
The trusted player finally returns whatever amount he wishes to the investing
player. The amount the investing player gives reveals the level of trust he has; the
amount the trusted player returns is an investment in building trustworthiness.

In the Nash equilibrium no money is exchanged, i.e. no money is invested
and no money is returned. Because the investing player foresees that the optimal
strategy for the trusted player is to return nothing, the investing player will not
send any money. Contrarily, the optimal social strategy is to invest the full
initial amount, since it will produce the maximum total revenue, i.e. the amount
provided at the start multiplied by three.

Amount sent Total received Payback returned
by investing player by trusted player by trusted player

Maximum $10.00 $30.00 $30.00

Average $5.16 $15.48 $4.66

Fig. 1. Summary from the “Trust Game” experiment done by Berg, Dickhaut and
McCabe. Initial endowment is $10.00 for each player.

In practice, many replicated experiments of a single play of this game show
that humans play neither the Nash equilibrium nor the social optimum, but play
in between. The results of Berg, Dickhaut and McCabe show that over 90 percent
of the investing players give some money to the trusted players, on average just
above half of the money they were initially given [Fig. 1]. Then, around 45
percent of the trusted players give some money back, in average just under the
amount invested [Fig. 1]. Therefore, the experiment demonstrates that people
inherently trust in the goodwill of others. Also, people are partially trustworthy,
since they return close to the amount invested, when they could return nothing.
But, little advantage accrues to the investing player who is willing to trust: he
gains little, and sometimes even loses some of his initial money. Contrarily, the
trusted player gains a substantial amount, by keeping most of the surplus.

Versions of the experiment where the two players interact repeatedly, show
higher levels of trust and trustworthiness : the players play closer to the social
optimum [5]. These observations show that more cooperation exists when the
transaction is not unique and occasional. When it is known that there will be
similar transaction in the future, players invest in more cooperation hoping a
better pay-off in the long-term, compared to an immediate maximal gain followed
by loss in the later transactions.

Research also shows a strong influence of culture on the level of trust. For
example, as Keser mentions: Germans trust significantly more than the French
[18]; and Americans and Chinese have a higher level of trust than Koreans and
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Japanese [4]. All these cultures have a high level of trust compared to failed
countries, i.e. where institutional infrastructure has collapsed (such as Haiti or
Afghanistan) and people play close to the Nash equilibrium [10]. The differences
noted between countries are an important issue when trust is needed across social
boundaries, as occurs on the internet which has no limits. Online transactions
have to be robust against fluctuations in level of trust. They must give a means
to normalize cultural disparities.

Overall, the interesting fact to note from the “Trust Game” is that even
though the game produces a surplus, it rarely produces the optimal outcome.
Only full trust could resolve this issue. In a full trust situation, the investing
player will invest the full amount, and will not lose anything if he gets back
at least the money invested. This configuration will be Pareto efficient solution
since none of the players could be better off without the other one being worse
off. Because players doubt each other’s collaboration, a mechanism needs to be
put in place to increase players’ trust so that they play closer to the optimal
strategy, and they completely discard any temptation towards playing the Nash
equilibrium strategy.

The Extended Trust Game
Claudia Keser extended the “Trust Game”, with the goal of examining the

factors that increase the level of trust and trustworthiness compared to what is
observed in the original configuration. She introduced a reputation mechanism
to the game. The key idea is to give to the investing player information for
predicting the goodwill and competence of the trusted player. The information
given is in the form of the trusted player’s reputation, which is a summary of
the trusted player’s past behaviour as reported by his previous partners.

In the “Extended Trust Game”, Claudia Keser adds a third stage where
the investing player rates trustworthiness of the trusted player. Therefore, the
trusted player has an incentive to build up a good reputation, so that, initially,
the investing player’s trust can be higher as he knows that the trusted player will
obtain more benefits in the long term if he behaves generously. In the second and
later runs, the investing player is given the reputation ratings of the unknown
trusted player with whom he is playing. According to the ratings, the investing
player can adapt his level of trust. The ratings are similar as the ones used in
the eBay reputation system, where either a negative, neutral or positive grade
is allocated to the trusted player by the investing one after each run. Players
are paired randomly, do not know each other, and do not play with the same
partner a second time. All players are given the same endowment to start with,
$10. Two kinds of reputation experiment were run and compared: a long-run
one where the distribution of previous ratings is preserved and communicated
to the investing player; and a short-run one where the investing player is only
given the most recent rating attributed to the trusted player. The trusted player
is always aware of his reputation ratings.

The extended experiment shows that the introduction of a reputation
management system improves the efficiency of the game since the overall benefit
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Investing player Trusted player Trusted player %
invested received returned returned

Baseline (no reputation) $3.91 $11.74 $3.81 32.46

Short-run reputation $5.15 $15.46 $7.10 45.93

Long-run reputation $6.05 $18.15 $8.88 49.00

Fig. 2. Summary of results from the “Extended Trust Game” experiment done by
Keser. Initial endowment is $10.00 for each player.

Investing player Trusted player Social
profit profit gain

Baseline (no reputation) $9.90 $17.93 $7.83

Short-run reputation $11.95 $18.36 $10.31

Long-run reputation $12.83 $19.27 $12.10

Fig. 3. Average profit from the “Extended Trust Game” experiment done by Keser.
Social gain in column 3 is the total amount the two players received with minus their
initial endowment.

is higher. The baseline is the replication of Berg’s experiment, which does not
include a reputation system, the data show a net increase when a long-run
reputation system is used [Fig. 2]. The amount of money invested, i.e. the level
of trust, and the amount of money returned, i.e. the level of trustworthiness,
are both increased: for the short-run by 31.7% and 86.4% respectively; and
the long-run by 54.7% and 133.0% respectively. The increase is greater in
the long-run reputation configuration than the short-run one. Thanks to the
reputation management system, the investing player gains more than in the
original experiment by being able to match his level of trust to the reputation
ranking of the trusted player. The reputation management mechanism benefits
significantly the investing player, who without it made no profit: on average
he lost $0.10 without reputation available where as he gained $2.83 with long
reputation available [Fig. 3].

Analyses on the ranking given by the investing player, show that the trusted
player needs to return more than half of the gross surplus, in order to be
ranked positively. One reason being that both players started with the same
endowment, therefore the trusted player has also some side money that gives
him an advantage if he contents himself to split evenly the surplus of the amount
invested. The investing player prefers that the trusted player splits the net
surplus, which is the profit of both players. So, the investing player ranks the
trusted player: neutrally if the trusted player splits equally the gross surplus
and positively if the trusted player is more generous and returns more than the
half the gross surplus. In both short- and long-run reputation experiments, the
ratings have an impact on the amount invested. When the distribution of the past
ratings is given, the last rating has a significant impact only if it is positive. The
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trusted player has a strong incentive to behave well according to the expectations
of the investing player, in order to maintain the good reputation that will make
him earn more money in the future runs. The reputation mechanism encourages
the trusted player to give back a bigger fraction than in the original baseline
experiment, if he wants to be positively ranked. On a given run, he needs to
reduce his individual gain in order to gain benefits in later trials. The effect of
this behaviour is to increase social welfare.

Interestingly, the last run is completely different, with players changing their
behaviour drastically. The typical end game effect is visible in the amount of
the money exchanged: less money is invested and even less money is returned.
There is a important decrease of trust in the final run, because both players
are aware that there is no need to take future interactions into account. This
anomaly shows that as soon as the incentive for behaving well disappears, players
immediately retract their cooperation knowing that their counter-part will also
deviate and act selfishly if given the opportunity.

These experiments demonstrate the importance of knowing the reputation
of the counterpart as it provides an outcome closer to the social optimal. Both
players want to increase their own profit and the more they know about their
counterpart the better they can achieve their goal as the long-run versus short-
run reputation system proves. However, the players’ change of behaviour in the
last run of the game, when trust disappear, shows that they are capable of the
reasoning that leads to the Nash equilibrium. To prevent defection, trust needs to
be consistently maintained by a permanent reputation mechanism. Having trust
available, players do better and improve social welfare. This section, therefore,
proves that anonymous exchange requires a reputation mechanism to perform
well for both social and individual welfare.

3.2 Observational Study: The eBay feedback system

This section summarizes some of the empirical analysis of the eBay feedback
system, based on the work of Resnick [15] and Dellarocas [7][6]. The role of the
eBay feedback system is to decrease moral hazard and discourage the intrusion
of participants with bad intentions. A limited social history of each participant
in a transaction is publicly maintained. Potential participants in a transaction
can refer to the record of their counterpart before choosing to take part in a
transaction. They use this information to modulate their level of trust. As was
demonstrated in the experimental study, human trust is complex, especially
when dealing a single time with a stranger, as occurs on the internet. Thus, it
is encouraging to see that in an experimental environment a simple reputation
system substantially increases trust. In this section, we consider a similar system
operating in the real world. We will see how a reputation mechanism is a
beneficial way of reducing moral hazard.

Description of eBay feedback system
eBay is an online auction system: users can run an auction to sell an item

and can place a bid to attempt to get an item they desired. Compared to the
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thin geographical market, eBay provides a thick market but where having to
deal with strangers cannot be avoided.

Before participating in or running an auction on eBay, a user needs to
register, providing identification information to eBay that are kept private, such
as name, contact information and credit information. For online identification to
the other participants, an ID or pseudonym, often an email address, is used.
Therefore, there is little shared identity information known to users of the
system. After registration, the user can participate in auctions, as a buyer or as a
seller. At the end of an auction, when a sale has taken place, each participant can
use the feedback system to leave a comment about their counter-part, consisting
of a sentence and a rating: +1 for positive, 0 for neutral or -1 for negative. In this
way, each user accumulates a feedback history, that is displayed to other users
who intend to pursue a transaction with that user. Two levels of feedback are
available. The succinct feedback summary is composed of the number of unique
(distinct) users who left positive feedback, and the fraction of feedbacks that
was positive. One user cannot rank another user more than once with the same
grade, to avoid user colluding to raise or lower the feedback grade of a friend or
competitor. More detailed feedback can be provided by accessing the ID card of a
user. It includes a breakdown of the total into positives, neutrals, and negatives
for the most recent week, the last month, the last six-months and the entire
history. Also, the most recent comments are displayed. More comments can be
accessed but they tend to be repetitive and relatively uninformative.

Strengths of eBay feedback system
Even though the reputation mechanism is the simplest imaginable, the ever-

increasing popularity1 of eBay suggests that it works. The following paragraphs
summarize observations that explain its success.

Appropriately designed online reputation systems in general provide many
advantages [2]. For example, unlike ad hoc “word-of-mouth” networks, which
gather informal gossip from a limited area due to geographic constraints, online
reputation can be fully distributed at a low cost. In addition, online reputation
mechanisms give control over who participates, what is the feedback type
solicited, and how is presented to the community. Reputation systems need to
be engineered to elicit honest feedback, to minimize the effects of noisy reports
on the efficiency of the system, and to be robust in the face of participants’
bounded rationality and strategic manipulation.

Using collected data from logs of eBay transactions, Resnick et al. deduced
empirical properties that make the eBay feedback system work so well, not in
terms of accuracy of feedback but in terms of the volume of transactions it
generates [15]. Resnick et al. identify five important features. First, the system
works thanks to a very high feedback rate2, which is amazing, considering
the time cost of responding and the absence of any explicit incentive to give

1 In the 9 months ended 30th September 2004, eBay’s net revenue was $2.3bn, where
one year earlier it was $1.5bn, which shows one year growth of 50% [16].

2 Feedback is generated on more than 50% of transactions.
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feedback. Second, most feedback are positive, which implies that participants
behave better than other participants expect. Presumably, the feedback system
works properly, creating incentives for good behaviour and scaring off those
who would misbehave. Third, feedback is predictive of future performance.
Negative feedback is given less frequently to more experienced sellers and buyers
compared to less experienced ones. Fourth, sellers with better reputations are
more likely to sell their items, although there is no increase in price. Fifth, there
are strong correlations between buyer’s and seller’s feedback about each other.
They tend to reciprocate both good and bad ratings, which probably means
that unsatisfactory transactions are unsatisfactory to both buyer and seller. For
example, if a seller ships an item without packaging it properly and the item
happens to get damaged in transport. The buyer, who is unsatisfied to have
received a broken item, complains to the seller. The seller, who shipped an
unbroken item, complains back to the buyer. In the end, each gives a bad rating
of the other.

Resnick et al. second feature, that almost all ratings are positive, points to
a mystery: there is little discrimination information available in the feedback
profiles. How, then do the ratings remove bad participants? Resnick et al.
propose two possible explanations as to why the feedback system works despite
the uniformity in profiles. The first explanation is, that system may work, not
because it contains useful information, but because participants believe it works.
In effect, if a seller believes that he will elicit negative feedback when behaving
poorly, and that buyers follow reputations when choosing a seller, then sellers
will necessarily behave well. This explanation emphazises the effect of perception:
how the system appears to work is more important than how it actually works.
The second explanation is based on the idea of contagion. In general, participants
are assumed to be inclined to give ratings to a participant that are similar to
the ones they observe in his record. Then, bad sellers, for example, who plan to
profit by getting very high profits on occasional bad sales will find that the bad
ratings from these sales are followed by other bad ratings from good or marginal
sales. Bad ratings are like black marks that generate more bad ratings, making
unattractive a strategy of occasional bad behaviour. Afraid of this consequences,
bad sellers do not enter the market at all. Resnick et al. [15], in hypothesizing
contagious bad ratings, call it “stoning”.

As another answer to the same problem Dellarocas [7] proposed a model of
economically optimal user behaviour is in the presence of a simple reputation
mechanism, such as the eBay feedback system. Specifically, his model analyses
the properties required by a binary reputation mechanism whose purpose is
to signal and control quality. The first concern of the reputation mechanism
is to encourage sellers to advertise truthfully. This needs behaviour by buyers
with respect to the reputation system, which gives sellers appropriate incentives
to be honest. To analyse these incentives Dellarocas’ model differentiates real,
advertised and estimated quality: how much an item is really worth to a seller, the
quality he advertises, and the value a buyer estimates for the item. The seller’s
real quality estimate is kept private so that the seller is free to choose the quality
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he wants to advertise. The goal of the reputation mechanism is that the quality a
seller advertises corresponds to his own real quality, and also corresponds to the
buyer estimated quality. An equilibrium between these evaluations needs exist to
make the transaction satisfactory. Nevertheless, for each item a seller places in an
auction, a seller has two choices: either advertising truthfully, or over advertising,
by stating that the item is better than its real value3. If a seller chooses always
to lie, he will always get bad ratings, making his strategy ineffective. Thus, he
will soon be obliged to build a new reputation from the start. Consequently, a
seller can opt for only two strategies: advertising truthfully to maintain good
standards, or fluctuating between truthful and untruthful advertising, having
variable standards. The latter strategy consists of periods devoted to building
a good reputation followed by periods devoted to milking the good reputation
previously obtained. Occasionally using a good reputation to abuse the buyer’s
trust and scam him by charging excessively, a seller can achieve unfair higher
profits. This strategy is bad and could eventually destroy the system: if this
strategy is beneficial for the sellers’ revenue, sellers will use this strategy, and
the market will be unfair to the buyers that may decide to give it up. The
reputation mechanism needs to prevent this strategic alternative by making it
worse than maintaining good standings. Dellarocas’ model shows that if buyers
mark leniently and read profiles strictly, it encourages sellers to settle down
to steady-state quality levels as an optimal strategy. With these inducements,
sellers offer honest advertisements and almost all sales are satisfactory, which can
explain the small number of negative ratings. However, the balance of rating
leniently and reading profiles strictly needs to be fine tuned considering the
market goals, targets and diversity of participants. There is a need to define a
norm for users’ optimal judgement that the reputation system should advise. For
example, at present, it may be challenging for an unsophisticated buyer to enter
the eBay market, because how to properly use the reputation mechanism is left
in his own inexpert hands. Also, there may be discrepancies between buyers’ and
sellers’ estimation of the quality of an item, which makes the balance between
providing and using the rating, for optimal fairness, even harder.

eBay feedback system is effective, but it is hard to know exactly what makes
it work so well. The explanations of Resnick could be true, or Dellarocas’
recommendations for user behaviour may be institutionalized in the eBay
community. As much as we are uncertain about the reasons for eBay’s success, it
is not known to what extent eBay is abused by improper use of feedback profiles.
eBay attempts to be robust in the face of malicious usage, but it is not infallible,
and contains limitations, some of which are described in the next section.

Limitations of eBay feedback system
As studied by Dellarocas, the eBay feedback system needs to be more

robust against malicious users, who may even go to the trouble of conceiving
cumbersome strategies in an attempt to exploit the eBay market capabilities

3 The seller can even place the reserve price high to make a lie match the
advertisement.
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[6]. Dellarocas proposed some novel “immunization mechanisms” that resists
possible imposture from organized subversion.

The predictive value of a reputation mechanism can be altered by
conspiracies of buyers or improper discrimination of sellers. A group of buyers
can agree to cooperate to give a specific seller intentionally unfair ratings. When
the ratings are high, the seller is part of the manoeuvre, and when they are
low, the seller is the victim whom the colluding buyers want to expel from the
market. Similarly, sellers can choose a focused group of buyers against whom they
discriminate negatively or positively. In one case, the seller can use negative
discrimination towards a small set of specific buyers, whom he victimizes by
serving them badly, using a strong reputation maintained by the remainder of
his clientele whom he serves well. In the other case, the seller can discriminate
positively in favour of a small set of selected buyers, whom he serves exceptionally
in order to inflate his reputation, while he serves the rest using an average
quality of service. The problem is that these collusions compromise and corrupt
the reputation profiles which are no longer trustworthy. Already, sellers’ ratings
vary because of expectations and tastes differ from buyer to buyer, but the
effects of these four abuses is to create even more dispersion in sellers’ ratings.
Dellarocas proposed to apply a combination of frequency and median filtering on
the numerical reputation estimates to reduce the effect of rating bias. As well, he
discusses the ideal environment: where a rating provider’s authenticated identity
is known by the system, so as to identify and cancel unfair ratings produced by
“flooding” attacks; and where the authenticated identities of the seller and the
buyer are concealed from one another in order to prevent unfair collusion or
discriminatory behaviour.

Dellarocas study gives solutions intended to make an eBay-like feedback
system more robust against complex exploitation strategies. Nevertheless, eBay
can be abused in many different ways, and as fast as improvements appear
to make it more robust, new strategies of abuse are discovered and exploited.
An ongoing and hard to solve problem of any online system is the low
cost and simplicity of changing identity. Such white-washing allows anyone to
behave badly, possibly getting benefit from it, for a short period of time and
afterwards assuming a pristine identity. However, eBay, a specialized market
with sophisticated sellers, downplays the credibility of new-comers, who are less
trusted, and must make concessions in order to get started. Thus, there is a
considerable initial investment in getting a competitive profile, added to the
cost associated with white-washing, which makes it less attractive as a strategy.

Another limitation of the eBay basic reputation mechanism is the lack of
detail. The volume of the transactions executed by a seller is unknown: only
transactions on which ratings are submitted, are taken in account in profile’s
history, with transactions on which no feedback are submitted, being simply
omitted. It is often assumed, that participants, knowing the dominance of
positive ratings and fearing negative ones, do not rate unsatisfactory transactions
by fear of retaliation. If so, many unrated transactions would be a additional
negative indication, useful to know. Another possible improvement is to add an
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estimate of the average price of user’s transactions, since being reliable in small
transactions does not guarantee being reliable in big transactions4. The design of
the eBay feedback mechanism seems to be to keep profiles in the most minimal
form, which makes its success even more impressive.

3.3 Conclusions drawn from experimental and observational studies

These studies provide helpful ideas and requirements for designing a
mechanism to enable good behaviour among participants involved in any
exchange system . In this section, we summarize critical points, and give personal
interpretations of what makes the eBay feedback mechanism so successful.
We want to keep these desirable properties in mind while designing our own
reputation mechanism for an online exchange system in section 4.

The trust experiments study shows that it is essential to develop a system
which provides trust in order to increase social and individual welfare. The
experiments demonstrate that if the system does not function as a guarantor of
trust, humans are capable of the complex reasoning required for self-interested
strategic behaviour, which undermines the optimality of an exchange system.
Cooperation is an asset and needs to be rewarded by increased gain. Even a
primary reputation mechanism has been revealed to have the effect of creating
appropriate incentives to generate trust and cooperation among participants
in an exchange. Also, more than effective working of the actual reputation
mechanism, the participants need to believe it works. They must have confidence
that the risk of bad behaviour is lower and that bad behaviour is sanctioned.

From the observational study of eBay, we can suggest some reasons for strong
dominance of positive ratings, which makes eBay work so well. Apprehensive
first time users are impressed that the system actually works, and therefore over
praise. As a result, the ethos of eBay has become what many call a “culture
of praise”. Public praise generates more praise comments, and nasty comments
seem to be outliers. In a culture of praise, bad comments and ratings affects
a profile much more than good evaluations. Heavy damage from a few bad
ratings contributes to badly behaving sellers and buyers getting burned and
expelled from the market rapidly. Occasional bad behaviour once a reputation is
established has less dramatic consequences. However, a user whose profile is good
and who switches to providing bad services will find his profile deteriorating fast
and drastically.

eBay also seems to have developed a specialized market of repeat sellers, who
make the market reliable. Sellers’ profiles are amazing, many having thousands
of good ratings. These numbers, representing about half of their transactions,
since ratings are not always submitted, suggest that these sellers are not people
who use eBay as a garage sale. These eBay sellers are stores, companies and
retailers who have found a way to increase the volume of potential customers.

4 A possible strategy for fraud is, to commit faithfully a hundred $10 transactions for
each fraudulent $10,000 transaction, hoping to fool negligent buyers who will not
browse throughly the seller profile by checking each transaction summary link.
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Especially in the domain of old and rare items, the opportunity offered by eBay
is fundamental for both seeker and provider. In this area, sellers display expertise
in their vocabulary used to advertise, building buyers’ confidence.

Even so, a few dispersed scams exist, but in the form of specialized, well-
plotted fraud. Organized fraudsters are only interested in consequential amounts
of money, hundreds of thousand of dollars5. There is a large investment in
engineering a scam of this magnitude, and a far-reaching reward must be
expected. If one wants a less consequential gain, shoplifting may be easier. Well-
planned scams of this scale are negligible compared to the volume of satisfactory
transaction and have little impact on the overall community.

4 A reputation mechanism for P2P

Peer-to-peer is an infrastructure recently resurrected from the beginning of
the internet, which was initially decentralized. It enables peers to share content,
making transactions that consist of exchanging for free digitalizable goods. By
its very nature, the system cannot rely on any central authority but instead
functions fully in a decentralized manner 6. The advantage of a decentralized
system is the absence of a single point of failure and shared costs of maintenance.
In these networks, each node is an independent peer who acts both as a client
when he makes a request and as a server when he replies to a request. However,
like most transaction systems, the distribution of content in a peer-to-peer
network suffers from risks of bad behaviour from subversive peers. Bad peers
either exploit the richness of the system or aim to destroy its efficiency. These
two actions compromise the ability of the exchange system to maximize social
welfare. Thus, it is crucial to establish a reputation mechanism like the ones
for online e-commerce, allowing peers to assess which other peers conform to
behavioural norms. The purpose of the reputation mechanism is to permit good
peers to identify bad ones, so that the former can simply ignore the latter, thereby
minimizing their negative impact. Unlike for e-commerce systems, the reputation
mechanism cannot be maintained by a central trusted organization, which makes
the design and implementation challenging: the reputation mechanism must be
maintained in a reliable manner by peers whose trustworthiness is questionable.

The goal of this section is to first understand the issues raised by the intrusion
of badly behaving peers, and then to propose a novel reputation mechanism
specially designed to resist disruptive peers.

4.1 Two misbehaviours: selfishness and maliciousness

A peer in a exchange system can misbehave in two ways. One consists of
acting selfishly, i.e. by acquiring new files from other peers, but never providing
5 A couple of fraudsters managed to extort more than $100,000 from more than 500

bidders in 2003
(http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2003/03/23/tech/main545536.shtml).

6 An exception is the first music file sharing system, Napster, which did not centralize
content but kept a central database of file names and owners.
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any, even those owned because of the collaborative distribution of other peers.
Such a selfish peer is a consumer only, who does not participate in producing or
sharing content. If everybody takes this selfish attitude, the existence of the file
sharing system is compromised, because no social welfare is created. These peers
are called “free-riders”. A good reputation mechanism will promote fairness, by
rewarding those who participate in a bilateral manner. The other misbehaviour
is more serious. A peer can be a malicious, seeking to destroy the efficiency
of the system. Such a malicious peer spreads bad content: either providing the
wrong file or a file of unsatisfactory quality, thereby wasting download time;
or even worse providing a virus or a worm instead of the desired file, thereby
damaging one and possibly many peers’ personal systems. Often, malicious peers
are sponsored by institutions wanting to challenge the success of peer-to-peer file
sharing systems because it is injuring their commercial objectives. To be sure,
the acts that malicious peers seek to prevent are often illegal, but the appropriate
recourse is a court of law, and not the summary destruction of supposed guilty
parties7.

Even though, peer-to-peer communities often support illegal actions that the
architecture of the system enables and promotes, we are interested in making
them more robust against targeted attacks in general. We do not consider the
validity of the motives of an attack towards a particular peer-to-peer system.
We believe that peer-to-peer architecture will be predominantly used in various
application areas, such as wireless mobility for collaborative data routing or
legal collaborative exchange of non-copyrighted information. For the peer-to-
peer systems which are overlaid on the public internet for legitimate purposes,
there is a need to find a reputation system that fights against misbehaviours by
promoting collaborative, mutually beneficial behaviour. A reputation mechanism
should provide incentives for interacting in a well-defined manner; and it should
discourage free-riding. Thus, it should guarantee that malicious peers are unable
to infect the system; peer-to-peer systems can be communities of peers that
collaborate and exchange goods in a trusted environment.

4.2 A layered reputation mechanism

Various reputation mechanism models have been proposed for peer-to-peer
networks. For example, Marti and Garcia-Molina proposed a voting system
to derive reputation information from community-wide experience [13]. Their
system seeks to reduce exploitation of the system by free-riders and to lessen
propagation of bad files by malicious peers. They use a Friend-Cache to generate
effective queries, which may limit the scalability of the system. Another proposal
7 A report, from George Barker, director of the Australian National University’s

Center for Law and Economics, Intellectual Property and Copyright, which
focuses on the financial consequences of the Kazaa system, states that “Kazaa
system is a “marketplace” that brings together people who have copyrighted
works and people who want to make unauthorized copies of those works”
(http://news.com.com/Report+asserts+Kazaa+makes+the+rules/2100-1027 3-
5476260.html).
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for building a reputation mechanism, from Feldman et al., merges shared history
with a subjective reputation scheme and an adaptive stranger policy to reduce
the lack of cooperation engendered by the proliferation of free-riders [9]. However,
our approach is different from reputation mechanisms like these. It is based on an
idea briefly sketched by Papaioannou and Stamoulis: layered communities [14].
Layers are good for differentiating the quality of peers, so that good peers get
advantages not available to bad ones. ‘Goodness’ should not be public because
good behaviour is not encouraged if good peers can be identified and therefore
abused and over-loaded by the rest of the community. The key idea of a layered
community is to establish a hierarchy of privileges, so that peers want to exhibit
good behaviour that will make them reach upper layers where the environment
is the most pleasant and of the highest quality.

We propose a reputation mechanism that builds different layers each
corresponding to a reputation category. The peer-to-peer system functions
differently for peers who belong to different reputation categories. Reputation
categories adjust and group the various reputation grades. When a peer enters
the exchange system for the first time, he is given an initial reputation grade that
puts him a low reputation category. As a result, he must invest time and effort
to increase his reputation grade8 and high reputation category, which gives him
access to the corresponding upper layer of the community. Higher layers contain
more good content and give peers who belong to them more flexibility9. Layered
communities protect well-behaved peers who own more clean files from providing
excessive service to free-riding peers.

Thus, the proposed reputation mechanism rewards well-behaved peers by
partially isolating them from bandwidth-sapping demands from free-riding peers
who contribute little to the overall welfare of the exchange system and from
malicious peers who would like to jeopardize the efficiency of the exchange
system.

4.3 Formal model

Let us consider a peer-to-peer system with m peers. The reputation system
establishes n layers, each corresponding to a quality range of provided content:
quality is normally judged as the fraction of downloaded files that are good.
Figure 4 presents a schematic example of the correspondence for a simple initial
design, but, as we will see, it has some subtle defects that a more general design
will improve upon. A special case of the correspondence between the fraction of
good files a peer provides and his reputation category and grade occurs when
a peer first enters the exchange system. He is introduced in one of the bottom

8 The observational study of eBay shows that requiring initial investment in reputation
lowers exploitive behaviour.

9 As well, the review of the eBay feedback system showed that better profiles produce
better service, which creates an incentive for good behaviour. This is a property
we want to produce in the peer-to-peer reputation mechanism: better service being
given to those who are more trustworthy.
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categories, even though the fraction of good files he will provide to the system
is unknown. Nevertheless, our grading mechanism is designed to move an active
peer quickly to the reputation category in which he belongs, according to the
quality of files he provides. In our specific example, with five layers, the entrance
reputation category is ⊥2. Our intention is to avoid introducing new peers in the
lowest category, because it distinguish peers who actively contribute bad content,
and go directly down from free-riders, who remain immobile. It is important to
note that reputation category ⊥n is stronger than (i.e. offers higher quality) than
⊥n−1, the order of qualities being ⊥n>⊥n−1> ... >⊥2>⊥1.

Variables
Each peer i has a data structure containing:

– RCi: his reputation category (RCi = ⊥k where k ∈ [1..n]),
– RGi: his reputation grade (0 ≤ RGi ≤ 1), which is known by the peer i, but

not displayed to other peers j who can only see RCi, to enhance anonymity,
– TPi: the total number of files reported good that peer i has delivered in his

life time (TPi ≥ 0), and
– TNi: the total number of files reported bad that peer i has delivered in his

life time (TNi ≥ 0).

When a search for file is found, the file name and size are displayed with the
profile information of its owner, peer j, which includes his reputation category
and his badge of honors as defined below.

1. RCj : Reputation category (RCj = ⊥k where k ∈ [1..n]). In order to reduce
the risk of collusion, exact identification of a friend or an adversary is made
hard: neither the user name nor the reputation grade, RGj of the file’s owner
are displayed.

2. A badge of honors consists of two numbers:
– ATPj : Approximate total number of files reported good that peer j has

delivered in his life time.
– ATNj : Approximate total number of files reported bad that peer j has

delivered in his life time.
Approximation is used to make identity authentication more challenging.

Download and rating privileged policies
When a peer i searches for a file, he gets as a response file names, file sizes,

and owner profiles of the peers who own the requested file.
However, our mechanism puts restrictions on the peers from whom peer i can

directly download. Let j be a peer that owns the file that peer i desires. Peer
i can either directly download if the conditions described below are fulfilled;
otherwise he must ask for permission.

– Direct download is possible if the reputation category of i is one level
below the reputation category of j, or higher which means RCi + 1 ≥ RCj .
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Reputation category ⊥5 ⊥4 ⊥3 ⊥2 ⊥1

Quality ranges q ≥ 0.86 0.85 > q ≥ 0.71 .70 > q ≥ .31 .30 > q ≥ .16 .15 ≥ q

Seeked center (βk) .90 .75 .50 .25 .10
Increment (Su) .01 .01 .01 .03 .09
Decrement (Sd) −.09 −.03 −.01 −.01 −.01

Fig. 4. Example of parameters for a reputation system with a dynamic layered
structure of reputation categories. Increments and decrements are chosen to control
the rate at which users change layers: when one is in lower categories, he should move
up fast when providing good files, conversely when one is in higher categories, he should
move down fast when providing bad files.

– Ask for permission to download, which j can refuse, when the reputation
category of i two or more levels below the reputation category of j, which
means RCi + 1 < RCj .

It is important to note the special cases for peers i that belong to either of the
extreme categories: ⊥i and ⊥n. If a peer i is in the highest category, RCi =⊥n,
he can download directly from any peer but he has no peer in a category above
his own. If a peer i belongs to the lowest category, he can only directly download
from his own category and from the one just above, that is to say the reputation
category of the uploading peer j is either RCj =⊥1 or RCj =⊥2. If j belongs to
a higher category, i needs to ask permission.

Now, we must also discuss the rating scheme and policies in detail, because
they function differently depending on the relation in reputation category
between the peer j that provides the file and the peer i that acquires the file.
The peer i who downloads a file, has to verify the file in order to submit a fair
appreciation mark relative to the file quality. The mark is either positive, M+,
if the file is faithful to its title and description, or negative, M−, if the file is
a scam, a virus or a worthless copy of the original. We admit that the current
definition of quality is loose: in a particular application or implementation it
would be tighter. The important point is to keep out peers defined as malicious
in terms of the participating community, in this case those who insert bad files
to ruin the efficiency of the system for all.

Everyone who downloads is supposed to submit an appreciation mark, but
the actual impact on the reputation grade and category of the uploading peer i
is limited by the privileges that the downloading peer j has with respect to
i’s reputation category. In effect, the appreciation mark M+/− has a minor
impact whatever the reputation category of the downloading peer j, and a more
consequential impact if the downloading peer j has a better reputation category
than the uploading peer i. The exact algorithm follows.

– General rating:
The appreciation grade M+ submitted by any downloading peer j for a file
obtained from uploading peer i, changes either the total number of files
reported good or the total number of files reported bad in the badge of
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honour of peer i, that is:
If M+/− = M+, then TPi = TPi + 1,
otherwise M+/− = M−, and TNi = TNi + 1.

– Privilege rating in the case (RCj > RCi) or (RCj = RCi for RCi =⊥n):
The appreciation grade M+ submitted by a downloading peer j, whose
reputation category is stronger than the one of the uploading peer i, or
equal if the uploading peer reputation category is the highest one, affects
the reputation grade and possibly the category of the uploading peer i:
• If M+/− = M+, then RGi = RGi + Su(RCi), which means that

if a positive appreciation is submitted the reputation grade of i is
incremented by the step up amount, Su, a function of the reputation
grade of i.
If the new reputation grade of peer i exceeds to be above the upper
limit of his reputation category, then his reputation category goes up
one layer: RCi ← RCi + 1.
• Otherwise M+/− = M−, then RGi = RGi + Sd(RCi), which means

that if a negative appreciation is submitted the reputation grade of i is
decremented by the step down amount, Sd, a function to the reputation
grade of i.
If the new reputation grade of peer i is to be below the lower limit of his
reputation category, then his reputation category goes down one layer:
RCi ← RCi − 1.

Black-box design
The reputation mechanism needs to restrict which peers can affect the

reputation grading of a given peer. Privileged peers need to have access to a
black-box that contains the grade they are allowed to change. The mechanism
needs to provide a secure process that monitors who can do what and how to do
it safely. We must have design an encryption/decryption method that guarantees
the integrity of this system.

The system needs to allow higher peers to change the status of lower peers.
To do so, when a higher peer submits an appreciation grade for a lower peer, the
secure reputation grade and category need to be modified. These values are kept
in locked black-box protected by encryption. To change these values higher peer
must have the private key. We want peers of higher reputation categories to have
keys for peers of lower reputation categories. Because of the layered structure
providing this feature seems easy, but the system is dynamic, with peers moving
up and down among reputation layers, which complicates the issue. A possible
solution is to assume that there are a set of peers who do not move from the
highest category, probably the designers of the system. Then, trees of trust and
responsibility, rooted in these special nodes, link more reputable peers to subsets
of less reputable peers. Peers hold the keys for the peers directly below in the
responsibility tree. For example, let us consider a peer, j1 of reputation category
k owning the keys for l peers of reputation category k − 1. Then, another peer
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j2 of reputation category k wants to change the reputation grade of one of the
l peers, l1 for example, from which j2 has downloaded a good file. To do so, j2
learns from l1 which peer in the k layer is responsible for him and owns his key.
Since j1 and j2 are on the same layer, they are part of the same trust community
and j1 gives the key to j2 who is now able to change the grade of l1. Now, let us
consider another example that shows how the responsibility tree adapts when a
peer is pushed a reputation category down. If the peer j1 of reputation category
k, behaves badly and is pushed down a category to k−1, the peer p2 who pushed
him should contact the responsible peer p1 of j1. The responsible peer p1 then
finds another peer j2 on the initial layer k of j1, in order to replace j1 in the
responsibility tree at level k. p1 then gives this selected replacing peer j2, the
modified set of keys which were previously handled by j1.

This sketch of a design seems complex, but works without using a centralized
key server. A more detailed design must be considered for implementing a
practical system, but it is beyond the scope of this project10.

Incentives
The layered reputation mechanism gives well-behaved peers gradual access to

privileges not granted when they entered the system, strongly rewarding good
behaviour from the beginning. New-comers must work harder, but get better
quality as they become high reputation peers.

The system expects new-comers to check conscientiously the files they
download to remove bad files. Otherwise, they spread bad files and fall in
reputation. Starting at a low layer, they do not always acquire good quality,
so they must invest in checking what they receive. This helps the system to stay
clean, and reduces the effect of malicious peers who purposely spread bad quality
in the lowest layers. The system design encourages peers in lower categories
to provide new good-quality content to attract peers in higher categories to
download from them and to submit an appreciation mark. Otherwise, peers
in layers above have little reason to download from them, which they need if
they desire to climb in reputation category. So,new-comers need to invest time
and effort in the exchange system at the beginning. If they do it well, they
make the system more attractive by increasing the variety of its content and get
rewarded for doing so. On the other hand, new-comers that want to free-ride,
stay immobile, and fail to get good quality, which is not widely provided in the
lowest layers. They do not hurt the system and the system does not reward
them. As for malicious peers, who actively spread bad files, they are pushed into
the lowest layer, which is a dead-end.

Also, the policies of privilege rating and download discourage peers from
creating multiple accounts, because they must first rise in categories to be able
to rate and to get good quality. Because rising requires a significant investment,
it does no make sense to spread the investment around, instead of accumulating
it in a single profile. In addition, since the peers who have become reputable
have invested, contributing in the system, if they are irresponsible in rating,

10 and probably beyond the capability of the author...
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they destroy the value of their investment. Thus, there exist strong incentives
for initial investment, and then for fair rating. A nice feature of the system is
that a malicious peer, who first fakes good behaviour to later be able to destroy
the system, is ineffective in his strategy. In order to rise, he must contribute to
the system. But this contribution is more than the damage he can do before his
subsequent fall, when he starts to behave badly.

Finally, peers in high layers have an incentive for the system to succeed,
because either, they have worked hard to get to the top or, they are the designers,
implementers or promoters of the system. An exchange system succeeds if there is
a continuous supply of novel content and a minimal amount of bad content. High
layer peers, if they have the adequate band-width, help the system to succeed
by occasionally giving to lower peers permission to download. They also search
on low layers for content that is not available on higher layers. They appreciate
low layer peers that work hard to progress and reward them.

The resulting teamwork between high and low layer peers, promoted by
the system design, makes the exchange system succeed, which increases social
welfare. Plus, the restrictions placed on the system create an exchange of quality
that is continuously renewed.

Mechanism design
To make the layered structure work, it is essential that peers attain an

equilibrium level appropriate to their performance. Another goal is to optimize
the speed of peers’ movement across categories. In this section, we will provide
guidelines to enable a designer to build rating functions that place peers
according to their performance.

Let us first consider the rating parameters of Figure 4, which are not well-
designed but are intuitive. In this example, the entry layer is ⊥2, and a new
peer starts at RG = 0.25. After providing four good downloads and one bad,
he has RG = .36 and climbs to the next layer, ⊥3. Another, malicious peer,
who has invested by behaving well and obtained RG = .88, which places him in
the highest layer then decides to spread bad files. After uploading two bad files
to peers of the same reputation category, his reputation grade drops him to a
category down with RG = .70. These parameters presented in Figure 4 illustrate
the main idea, but lack robustness. Using them, the system works poorly at the
extremities11, and the dynamics are sub-optimal. In the rest of this section, we
will show how to design these parameters and functions to gain specific goals.

For the file-sharing peer-to-peer application, we want peers from bottom
layers to move up fast when they provide good files, and we want peers from top
layers to move down fast when they provide bad files. Since, there is a change
in rating for any particular transaction, that involves providing a file to a better
reputable peer, we want to design a mechanism that controls both direction
and speed of the change, δRGi, that occurs at each transaction. According to
the outcome of the transaction, the reputation grade of the file provider will
either go up or down by a respective amount determined by the parts of the

11 RG can move above 1.0 and below 0.0, which is not desirable .
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reputation mechanism that controls RG changes. In Figure 4 a step function
controls RG changes, producing continuity problems at layers boundaries. Peers’
reputation grades will collect at the boundaries, jumping back-and-forth between
two reputation categories which is inefficient12. A better model would cluster
reputation grades at the center points of reputation categories, providing better
stability. Increment and decrement values then need to be functions of reputation
grade and not categories as in Figure 4.

Consider a peer i who provides good files with probability αi. We seek to
determine increment and decrement functions that build clusters of peers in the
center of categories in order to stabilize the system. When peer i’s reputation
grade is RGi the amount he moves on an average transaction, is:

Su(RGi)αi − Sd(RGi)(1− αi),

where,
Su is a step up function determining the amount the reputation grade

increases for cause of a delivery of a good file, and
Sd is a step down function determining the amount the reputation grade

decreases for cause of a delivery of a bad file.
We desired a peer who maintains a constant percent of quality to stop at an

equilibrium point, thus his average move in reputation by transaction should be
zero:

Su(RGi)αi − Sd(RGi)(1− αi) = 0

Su(RGi)
Sd(RGi)

=
1− αi

αi

Let us call this function, the ratio of the step up function to the step down
one, γ(RG). This function is part of the mechanism design and needs to be
selected by the designer to produce whatever properties he seeks.

Therefore, inside the black box that contains the reputation grade of a peer,
is the function γ(RG) determining the ratio of increment over decrement for a
specific reputation grade RG:

γ(RG) =
Su(RG)
Sd(RG)

A designer of an application wants “good” properties, that are defined to be
“good” according to the specific application goals. How should γ(RG) be chosen
so as to have given properties? To show how, we choose a few obvious possible
meanings of good.

12 With equilibrium positions cluster inappropriately on category boundaries, the cost
of rebuilding responsibility trees is high.
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For every application, “good” means:

1. No rating should drop below 0:
RG ≥ 0 meaning Sd(0) = 0→ γ(0) =∞

2. No rating should go above 1:
RG ≤ 1 meaning Su(1) = 0→ γ(1) = 0

For layered applications, “good” also means:
3. For each layer center βk where k ∈ [1..n], the ratio of increment over

decrement function needs to go through those points:

γ(βk) =
βk

1− βk

This puts an equilibrium point at βk in layer k. Consider the centers, βk, of
Figure 4, the corresponding values of γk are shown in Figure 5.

k 5 4 3 2 1

βk .90 .75 .50 .25 .10

γk 9.00 3.00 1.00 .33 .11

Fig. 5. Values of the ratio of increment over decrement to coincide with center points.

The first choice is to use the equilibrium condition to fill in the function:

γ1(RG) =
RG

1−RG

In that case, every value of RG is an equilibrium point and a peer providing
good files with reliability αi will end up with a fixed reputation grade RGi = αi.
However, this design choice minimizes the layering of the community, because it
spreads evenly peers’ reputation grades.

The second and third choices are close to the first one but deviate
systematically. The second function, γ2(RG), has a derivative less than the
derivative of γ1(RG), at the center of each category. That is:

∀ k, γ′2(βk) < γ′1(βk)

At other points the derivative must be greater because both functions are
constrained to the same values at category centers. The derivative condition
means that γ2(βk + δ) < γ1(βk + δ) for positive δ in the neighborhood of βk,
and γ2(βk − δ) > γ1(βk − δ). Thus, equilibrium points near βk move toward βk,
therefore peers cluster near the center of the category. This is the choice that
minimizes overhead for peer-to-peer file swapping.

The third choice, γ3(RG), is also a condition on the derivatives but opposite
in sign. That is:

∀ k, γ′3(βk) > γ′1(βk)
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With this choice, equilibrium points near βk move away from βk, therefore
peers cluster between the category centers. The step function in Figure 4 is of
this type, which explains why peers cluster on category boundaries. It is clearly
not desirable for peer-to-peer file sharing.

The three choices described above are far from exhausting the possibilities
available to a designer of reputation mechanisms. But, they do show a few
qualitative effects that are possible by careful selection of the γ(RG) function,
and we hope that courageous designers try out other types of functions.

5 Conclusions and future work

In this project, we have used lessons from empirical studies of reputation
systems to design a reputation mechanism for peer-to-peer networks. Applying
a reputation mechanism to peer-to-peer systems is challenging and interesting,
because they are by nature decentralized, which corresponds well to the human
interaction topology of every-day life. In the decentralized design, the reputation
mechanism must be effective, which it does by relying on the most trustable
peers in the community of interest. Features like those of face-to-face reputation
mechanisms make a decentralized layered reputation mechanism attractive. In
society there are communities of interest, expectation, taste, wealth and more.
Each has its own trust code with layered levels of trust and trustworthiness.
Designing a system that leverages what humans already know has substantial
advantages, because humans integrate into it more easily. Central authority and
knowledge do not exist in most social networks but everyone gathers their own
information according to their taste and to the community in which they belong.

It will be interesting to design a detailed model, setting up parameters,
providing properties and using simulation to test the efficiency of the design.
Also, integrating formal proofs about the model will be a significant contribution,
assessing the validity of the design. Due to time constraints for this project, this
was not possible, but it is highly desirable to push this work further.
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